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Three Primary Opportunities for Public Engagement
Town Board Work Sessions

89 Speakers

(Virtual) Public Workshops

303 Small Group Participants

Submission of Written Comments

460 Emails/Letters

852 “engagements”, not including Town Board Members, press and other observers.
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Town Board Work Sessions

89 Speakers- 79 Unique
May 11, 2021

28 Public Comments

July 6, 2021

44 Public Comments

August 3, 2021

16 Public Comments

August 17, 2021
September 7, 2021
Work Sessions Provided:
• Presentations by professional consultants in
environmental resources, economic analyses, land
use & zoning, and airport planning and operations,
diversion.
• Shared fact-finding process: seeking agreement on a
common set of facts, and identifying areas where
further study is needed.
• All documents on Town’s Website
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Breakdown of Public Meeting Comments by Residence or
Affiliation

24 from East Hampton Hamlets
3 Amagansett
3 East Hampton
5 Montauk
3 Springs
10 Wainscott

23 Other Places Residence: North Fork, NYC,
Riverhead, Sag Harbor, Southampton, Out of State
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21 Organizations or Affiliations
3 AMAC2 Commercial Pilots
3 East Hampton Community Alliance
1 East Hampton Aviation Association
1 East Hampton Energy Sustainability Committee
2 East Hampton Business Owner
2 Montauk United1 National Business Aviation Association
1 Northwest Alliance
1 Noyac Civic
2 Say No to KHTO
2 Elected Officials ( US Congressman, SH Town)
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461 Written comments (emailed + mailed)
445 separate individuals
Breakdown by Place of Residence:
185 from Hamlets
3- Amagansett

Affiliations
156- Airport Users

89 East Hampton (incl. Village)

6 Local Pilots

80 Montauk

6 Aviation Assoc & Businesses

1 Springs

6 Impacted by airport groups
Wainscott CAC

12 Wainscott

Northwest Alliance

40 Southampton Town

CCOM

24 North Fork

Montauk United
Noyac Civic
Friends of Long Pond Greenbelt

10 Sag Harbor
7 NYC
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Summary of Written Comments by
Affiliation Groups

Hamlets
Amagansett- range includes: close airport; keep open but ban commercial; keep open & mitigate noise
East Hampton- range includes: close airport; keep open but close to jets & large planes; keep open &
work out solution together; bring everyone to the table
Montauk- range includes: concerns with impacts from diversion; transferring problem to Montauk not a
solution; Montauk infrastructure already stressed; airport overburdened already; safety; EIS required; more
study needed; don’t close EH airport; involve Montauk stakeholders in process
Springs- range: close due to noise, pollution, quality of life concerns; retain as an important ec. &
transportation infrastructure
Wainscott –range: close due to public safety, noise, air pollution, water pollution, greenhouse gas
pollution, environmental stewardship concerns, quality of life concerns: retain as an economic driver
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Summary of Written Comments by
Residence

Airport Users- Keep airport open; Airport contributes to Ec. & transp. Infrastructure; mitigate noise
Local Pilots- Keep airport open; impose noise & other restrictions
Aviation Assoc & Businesses- Keep airport open; essential for economy/jobs; options to mitigate noise
Impacted by airport groups-Unbearable impacts to env., quality of life, climate; close; repurpose for all
Wainscott CAC- Full closure or min. ban helicopters, jets, seaplanes. Stop sale of avgas if keep for rec.;
work with Montauk airport to mitigate potential impacts
Northwest Alliance-Airport atrocious attack on wildlife & people in area Town worked to preserve; close
CCOM- Comprehensive, thorough environmental review needed
Montauk United- Closing EH will just transfer problems to Montauk; Montauk already stressed
Noyac Civic-Participated in process for decades, nothing works, close airport now
Friends of Long Pond Greenbelt- Flt. Path violates FAA guidelines to protect wildlife; Change route
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Public Listening Workshops: September 9,10,13 and 20
• 534 registered on EventBrite (we have emails)
• 303 total participants in 40 groups over four nights.
• 271 unique participants, not counting Town Board members who
attended to listen in
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Purpose of the Public Workshops
• to advance a shared understanding of the facts
surrounding the airport.
• to allow ample opportunities for all stakeholders to be
heard before the Board makes any decisions about the
future of the airport.
• to identify key issues of concern and to gather input from
the public as to:
o whether the status quo is acceptable

o whether a modified or closed airport would be
preferable, and
o if some modification is desired, what would need to
change.
• All comments will be compiled into a log with a summary
of comments, questions, and recommendations.
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Master Compilation of Workshop Notes from All Small Groups
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Who attended the workshops?

Out of 271, About 244 local residents
Town of East Hampton (174)
5 Amagansett
12 Springs
29 East Hampton
23 Wainscott
105 Montauk
4 Town of Southampton (29)
3 Watermill
9 Sagaponack
9 Noyac
8 Bridgehampton

14 Pilots who live locally
16 Professional Aviation
8
16
1
5
1
4
5
1

East Hampton Village
Sag Harbor
North Haven
East Marion/Mattituck, Southold
Orient
Riverhead
New York City
Bridgeport
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Summary of Workshop Comments
1. Expand on your connection to the airport, and how
operations there affect your life? [This question is asking
about facts]
2. Is the status quo acceptable? Why or why not? [This
question is asking about values and opinions]
3. What needs to change or stay the same? Would you
prefer to modify operations or close the airport entirely? If
some modification is desired, what would need to
change? [This question is asking about solutions]
4. How do we best balance the needs of individuals, the
community and airport users and operators? [This
question is asking about to evaluate solutions—
practicalities and values]
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Is the Status Quo Acceptable?
80% No
5% Yes
15% Yes & No, or no opinion

Themes:
•

Noise, pollution, safety, and quality of life Issues are
untenable, and solutions need to be found

•

The airport is an important community resource (including
public safety) and economic driver

Positions:
•

Close airport (20%)

•

Keep airport open with restriction (80%)

•

Don’t shift problem to Montauk and other airports.
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What needs to change, or stay the same?
Airport Neighbors:
•

Close the airport, restrictions won’t hold

•

Explore other uses to benefit the town

•

Enact strong curfews and restrictions on flight paths

•

Ban helicopters

•

Ban all helicopters and jets

Montauk residents:
•

Don’t close HTO and divert traffic to Montauk

•

If restrictions put in place, make sure they work for both airports

•

Consider regional system of rationing the number of landings
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What needs to change, or stay the same?
Professional aviation
•

Airport an important community resource and economic driver

•

Keep tower open more and upgrade control systems

•

Work on routes and implement mandatory procedures

•

Quieter planes and electric aircraft on the horizon

•

Ration landings, especially for commercial shuttles

Local Pilots
• Modify operations to reduce helicopter and jet traffic, starting with largest ones.
• Many would be happy to eliminate all commercial flights and/or restrict to smaller prop
planes
• Base landing fees on size and/or noise levels
• Work with pilots to implement controls
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Summary of Workshop Comments
Ideas for balancing/potential solutions
Physical Changes

Restrictions on aircraft

• Reduce the length of the
runway 10-28
• Eliminate one or more
runways

•
•
•
•

• Eliminate fueling

Restrict to local pilots only
Return to the way it was- small planes
Restrict to local landowners only
Restrict to recreational aircraft & emergency use
only
• Limit East Hampton to non-commercial aircraft
only
• Ban helicopters, jets, sea planes, drones
• Ban the noisiest helicopter which is generating
the greatest number of complaints; then look to
ban the next noisiest aircraft
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Summary of Workshop Comments
Ideas for balancing/potential solutions
Restrictions on activities

Fee System & Schedule

• Impose curfews
• Limit number of aircraft per hour/ per day/per
year
• Limit type (noisy) of aircraft
• Mandate minimum altitudes on flights
• Regulate and adjust routes
• Enforce regulations in a meaningful and lasting
way
• Expand hours of operation of control tower
• Change classification of the airport to gain
more control of airspace

• Establish separate fee schedule for locals
• Devise fee structure based on noise
• Develop a point system/tracking system
where penalties are assessed by type of
violation i.e. altitude, time of day, number
of touch and go flights, ramp idling, etc.
• Devise a chit system to allocate number and
type of acceptable flights per hour based on
total acceptable noise limits
• Adjust fees to incentivize lower noise
aircraft
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Summary of Workshop Comments
Balance Needs
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Work with/negotiate with Montauk airport
Purchase Montauk airport
Work with all 4 local airports
Balancing needs of 1% with rest of the population and the
planet is wrong question-not equitable
Work together with all stakeholders
Community should take precedent over individuals
Work with FAA- they have many controls that can be applied
No compromise is possible- slippery slope if allow airport to
remain open
Improve mass transit and other options for transportation
including high speed rail, electric cars.
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Summary of Workshop Comments
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Things to further study and /or investigate
Thoroughly study unintended consequences- i.e. will
modified routes just shift traffic ?
What can East Hampton legally do? Town has lost lawsuits in
past.
Conduct a thorough environmental review/EIS
Thoroughly investigate permanence of restrictions and how
much control the Town will have now how much will it have
in the future?
Will the actions of Today’s Bord be reversable in the future?
What FAA rules will apply? Can the FAA impose other
conditions?
Under what conditions will ANCA apply to the East Hampton
airport ?
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Summary Report to the East Hampton Town Board
The consulting team will prepare a
summary report, including:
•

Description and assessment of positions and
underlying interests of stakeholders on all
sides of the issue.

•

Description of key issues and opportunities
that need to be addressed during the
ongoing re-envisioning process.

•

Discussion of the shared fact-finding
process, with recommendations for further
study.
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